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Introduction
Advice was received on 21 March 2014 that Engineering Heritage Australia’s Heritage Recognition
Committee had approved Gladesville Bridge as an Engineering Heritage National Marker (EHNM).
That advice was based on notes prepared by the NSW Roads and Maritime Services (RMS)
authority to assist the Sydney Engineering Heritage Committee with a nomination of Gladesville
Bridge as an engineering heritage landmark.

The notes provide an excellent and detailed historical account of the design and construction of
the bridge and of its social and technological significance, together with numerous images and
interesting extracts from oral history. However, while the notes include most of the suggested
content for a nomination, there is no formal assessment of the bridge’s heritage significance or of
a statement of significance, although there is a Summary of achievements.

As it is believed the bridge is of International significance, the case for upgrading the award to that
of an Engineering Heritage International Marker (EHIM) is the subject of this Addendum.

Background to the design
In October 1955 Guy Maunsell (Attachment A) aged 71, the Senior Partner of an English consulting
firm Maunsell, Posford & Pavry, established his own consultancy firm G. Maunsell & Partners. In
order to obtain business Maunsell undertook a world tour looking for opportunities in the bridge
and dock & harbour fields. While in Australia he became aware of the Gladesville Bridge proposal
and formed the view that a concrete arch was likely to be a more economical solution than the
steel cantilever designed by the Department of Main Roads (DMR).

As the tender documents allowed for alternative designs, Maunsell returned to England with a
sketch of an arch bridge and arranged for a design to be developed to a stage where a contractor
could tender on it. To avoid a large salary investment in the design Mr Anthony Gee, a 22 year old
graduate was given the task of turning the sketch into a design that a contractor could price.

Meanwhile, Maunsell persuaded Reed & Mallik to team up with Stuart Bros of Sydney to put
together a tender. Tenders closed on 17 October 1957, their tender was accepted and following
extensive negotiations that included increasing the span from 977 ft span to 1,000 ft, the detailed
design was put in hand (Attachment B).

Design of the bridge
Design and construction of the bridge is described in considerable detail in Attachment C.1

During assessment of the design the Department of Main Roads was advised by Professor
Roderick of Sydney University and Eugène Freysinnet and his assistants in Société Technique pour
l’Utilisation de la Précontrainte. The Consulting Engineers were advised by Professor A. J. Sutton
Pippard, M.B.E., D.Sc, F.R.S., M.I.C.E.1

The design of Gladesville Bridge set several new standards and contained a number of innovations
in bridge design and construction that have subsequently been widely adopted.2

1 Attachment C: Gladesville Bridge, by John Walter Baxter, B.Sc. (Eng.), M.I.C.E., Anthony Francis Gee, M.A., A.M.I.C.E.
and Howard Baikie James, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.C.E. Proceedings of Institution of Civil Engineers, 13 April 1965.
2 Attachment D: civil + structural Engineer, http://www.gostructural.com/article/8682/gladesville -bridge-at-50.
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The bridge and its design created such international interest by the engineering profession, that
articles appeared in the following authoritative journals3:

• Engineering News Record: Concrete arches to a world record, 27 September, 1962;
• Engineering: Record Concrete Span over the Paramatta (sic), 25 January 1963; and
• Civil Engineering and Public Works Review: Constructing the New Gladesville Bridge,

December 1964.

Assessment of Significance
The Engineering Heritage International Marker is intended for those works which have engineering
significance beyond Australia.

Criteria
a. Historical significance: A work is important in the course, or pattern, of cultural history.

Gladesville Bridge replaced the 1881 two-lane low-level lattice girder bridge that also carried
trams and which had become a bottleneck on the major Victoria Road corridor.

The replacement bridge was built as part of the proposed North West Freeway along with the
Tarban Creek and Fig Tree bridges. The bridges were part of a post World War 2 project to create a
line of road linking Sydney City to the northern suburbs and through to Newcastle. However, the
project was abandoned in the 1970s due to protests about the freeway's projected route through
inner city suburbs such as Glebe and Annandale.

Gladesville and the associated bridges are thus evidence of both the road planning of the era that
responded to burgeoning car ownership throughout Australia following the war, and the
emergence of resident/citizen action groups who began to oppose major projects both public and
private, that impinged on their quality of life, the environment and on heritage sites.

b. Historic Individuals or Association: A work has strong or special association with the life or
works of a person, or group of persons, of historical importance.

Gladesville Bridge has a strong association with a number of eminent engineers and consulting
engineers:

• Concept designs for the bridge were developed by the Bridge Section of the Department
of Main Roads (DMR) headed by the Design Engineer Cliff Robertson who had been one of
J J C Bradfield’s senior assistants on the Sydney Harbour Bridge. The Section also included
a number of European-trained engineers, in particular steel bridge expert Vladimir
Karmalsky and Albert Fried who later designed many pre-stressed concrete bridges. Brian
Pearson, an eminent and highly respected bridge engineer was Supervising Engineer for
the Gladesville Bridge and ultimately became Chief Engineer, Bridges.

• The DMR’s Bridge Section evaluated and accepted the alternative concrete arch design for
the bridge by the London firm of consulting engineers G Maunsell & Partners, that was
submitted in its tender by the English company Reed and Mallik, in association with an
Australian firm Stuart Brothers.

• Design of the concrete arch bridge was by 22 year old graduate Anthony Gee in the office
of G Maunsell & Partners. Gee later established consulting practices in both the UK and
the USA. He has been responsible for the design and construction of major steel and

3 Attachment E.
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concrete bridges worldwide and is now Principal of Tony Gee International (Attachment
F).

• Over time, Maunsells attained a global reputation including in Australia and Hong Kong,
and won numerous contracts for new roads and highway infrastructure that included
Europe's longest elevated concrete roadway, the Westway (1966-70). By the late 1990s
the firm was the third largest civil engineering consultancy for transportation in the
world.4

• Consultants to the DMR for Gladesville Bridge were eminent structural engineer Professor
J W Roderick of the University of Sydney, and Eugène Freyssinet (Attachment G) and
associates in Société Technique pour l’Utilisation de la Précontrainte, Yves Guyon and Jean
Muller. Freyssinet is renowned internationally as a bridge engineer and the pioneer of
prestressed concrete, a technique that transformed the design of bridge and concrete
structures. His key contribution was in utilising high-strength prestressing wire which
could counteract the effects of creep and relaxation, and to develop anchorages and other
technology. Freyssinet also invented the Freyssinet flat jack which offers a wide range of
uses when the application or control of high forces is necessary or deformations have to
be compensated. Flat jacks were used in construction of Gladesville Bridge to lift the
arches off the falsework. A list of Freysinnet’s key achievements or collaborations includes
Gladesville Bridge.

Gladesville Bridge has both a strong and special relationship with Australia’s bridge engineers.

c. Creative or Technical Achievement: A work is important in demonstrating a high degree of
creative or technical achievement.

Gladesville Bridge has a high level of technical and aesthetic significance. Its ‘design reflects the
growing awareness at the time that form should be as important as function. Structures were
expected to harmonise with their surroundings, whether landscapes or cityscapes. Bridges had a
new kind of aesthetic — elegant and slender continuous spans were achievable more readily in
concrete than other materials’.4

Gladesville Bridge is impressive and visually distinctive; it is graceful, having striking clean lines,
slender columns and an elevated deck that provides a sweeping appearance to the whole.

The bridge is a landmark from the road, the river and public access points, and can be seen even
from the Sydney Harbour Bridge 3.5 km away.

The pedestrian railings while being relatively suicide-proof, allow a clear vision of the surrounding
landscape. When driving over the bridge the verticals of the railing become almost invisible so that
there are superb views up and down the Parramatta River, especially to the city and the Sydney
Harbour Bridge.

Gladesville Bridge, one of the longest concrete arch bridges in the world and Sydney Harbour
Bridge, one of the longest steel arch bridges in the world, are two internationally significant
bridges crossing the same body of water only 3.5 km apart, with Gladesville sitting in graphic
contrast to its older companion.

4 http://www.engineering-timelines.com/who/Maunsell_G/maunsellGuy7.asp
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The overall excellence of the design, aesthetically and functionally, was widely acknowledged and
led, in 1965, to the Civic Design Award by the NSW Chapter of the Royal Australian Institute of
Architects for a “Work of Outstanding Environmental Design”.

The design of Gladesville Bridge set several new standards and contained a number of innovations
in bridge design and construction that have subsequently been widely adopted.

• It was the first 1,000-foot span concrete bridge. The recent development of cable-stayed
concrete bridges has resulted in this being almost commonplace but the first big cable-
stayed concrete bridge, the Ricardo Morandi-designed Maracaibo Bridge in Venezuela,
with spans of 770 feet, was an almost exact contemporary of Gladesville.

• It held the distinction of being the longest span concrete arch bridge in the world for
nearly 20 years, until the completion of the Krk Bridge in Croatia in 1980. After nearly 50
years, it still ranks seventh.

• It was the first major concrete arch bridge built using precast segments, albeit with (un-
reinforced) cast-in-place joints.

• It was the first major concrete arch bridge jacked at the quarter-points, rather than at the
crown. Moreover, it was only jacked once, during construction, whereas the Krk Bridge,
for example, was re-jacked twice more in subsequent years after completion.

• It was one of the earliest concrete bridges in which the deck was made structurally
continuous for live load by the use of unstressed reinforcement contained in cast-in- place
concrete between the precast girders over the piers.

• It was probably the first major bridge to rely entirely on the flexibility of concrete columns
to accommodate longitudinal movements of the deck due to shrinkage, creep and
temperature variation. The 2,000-foot-long deck contains only two expansion joints and is
monolithic with the top of each pier. Concrete hinges were incorporated to increase the
effective slenderness ratio of the columns, and hence their flexibility, and to prevent
moments being transmitted into the deck by the flexure of the piers. The columns have a
solid rectangular section only 2 feet wide so that the tallest ones, being approximately 110
feet high, have an effective slenderness (kl/r) ratio in excess of 133.

• It was almost certainly the first bridge to use piers of this kind constructed from precast
segments. It was also one of the first, if not the first, major bridge to use integral
abutments, later to become a popular method of eliminating the problems surrounding
bearings and expansion joints at conventional abutments.

• It was undoubtedly one of the first bridges for which the design utilized a suite of
computer programs for analysis and detailed design. These programs were written for the
purpose, as there was no such thing as proprietary engineering software on the market at
that time.2

• the use in Australia of very high strength concrete in reinforced concrete structures;
• Freyssinet flat jacks that lifted the arch off its falsework and the concept of movable

falsework.
• a launching gantry that advanced from pier to pier to mount very heavy deck beams.

Prior to the introduction of pre-stressing, the strongest concrete used by the DMR in reinforced
construction was 3,000 p.s.i. (20.7 MPa). Once confidence was gained that they could consistently
produce high strength concrete of excellent quality, the minimum strength of concrete on all pre-
stressed concrete bridges became 6,000 p.s.i. (41.4 MPa). This meant huge savings in materials
and significant improvements in the aesthetics of designs.
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Gladesville Bridge represents a major transition in NSW from steel bridge technology as
represented by Sydney Harbour Bridge, to that of concrete, and especially prestressed concrete.

Experience in the construction of Gladesville Bridge greatly enhanced the professional knowledge
and technical confidence of not only the DMR bridge engineers, but of others in the profession
throughout Australia.

d. Research Potential: A work has potential to yield information that will contribute to an
understanding of cultural history.

Gladesville Bridge is not significant under this criterion.

e. Social: A work has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group
for social, cultural or spiritual reasons.

Gladesville Bridge was an element in the North West Freeway project which was one of a number
of projects in Sydney that gave rise to resident/citizen action groups who opposed major projects,
both public and private that impinged on their quality of life, the environment and on heritage
sites. It thus has a special association with the Hunters Hill community and heritage and
conservation groups generally.

Gladesville Bridge has both a strong and special relationship with Australia’s bridge engineers due
to its size, design and method of construction, and in the increase of their confidence to produce
large and complex structures.

f. Rarity: A work possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of cultural history.

Gladesville Bridge is rare in that it was built to a design that is no longer favoured by road and
bridge building authorities. It is the only concrete box section, arched road bridge in Australia, with
the exception of nearby Tarban Creek Bridge, which is technically different in both its structural
form and construction.

g. Representativeness: A work is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class
of works.

Gladesville Bridge is an outstanding representative of concrete, box section, arch bridges; not only
for its size and complexity of its design and construction, it is unique in Australia, and it is
recognised internationally as a significant bridge.

h. Integrity/Intactness: A work is intact as built or has been modified, with a description of such
repairs or modifications.

Gladesville Bridge is maintained in excellent condition.

The roadway was widened in the 1970s to allow for greater traffic flow over the bridge, and along
the heavily trafficked route of Victoria Road. The bridge roadway was increased from six lanes to
eight by taking in some of the width of pedestrian walkways on either side.

Statement of Significance
Gladesville Bridge is of international heritage significance for the contribution it made to bridge
design and construction by setting new standards, and its inclusion of a number of innovations
that were subsequently widely adopted.
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Gladesville Bridge was
• the first 1,000-foot span concrete bridge and was the longest span concrete arch bridge in

the world when completed in 1964 (it remained so for around 20 years);

• the first major concrete arch bridge built using precast segments;

• the first major concrete arch bridge jacked at the quarter-points, rather than at the crown;

• one of the earliest concrete bridges in which the deck was made structurally continuous
for live load by the use of unstressed reinforcement contained in cast-in-place concrete
between the precast girders over the piers;

• probably the first major bridge to rely entirely on the flexibility of concrete columns to
accommodate longitudinal movements of the deck due to shrinkage, creep and
temperature variation;

• one of the first, if not the first, major bridge to use integral abutments; and

• one of the first bridges for which the design utilised a suite of computer programs for
analysis and detailed design, the programs being purpose-written.

The bridge has associations with:
• the British consulting engineering firm of Maunsells which developed a global reputation,

won numerous design contracts for roads and highway infrastructure throughout the
world, and by the late 1990s was the third largest civil engineering consultancy for
transportation in the world; and

• Eugène Freyssinet, the renowned bridge engineer and pioneer of prestressed concrete,
and his associates in Société Technique pour l’Utilisation de la Précontrainte.

The bridge is an outstanding representative of concrete, box section, arch bridges.

Gladesville Bridge (a concrete arch) and its older companion the Sydney Harbour Bridge (a steel
arch), are recognised as two internationally significant bridges. Crossing the same body of water
only 3.5 km apart they provide a comparison of bridge technology as it changed over 30 years,
that is of interest to engineers and the public alike.

From a national perspective, the bridge

• provides evidence of both the road planning of the post World War 2 era that responded
to burgeoning car ownership, and the emergence of resident/citizen action groups to
oppose major projects, both public and private that impinge on their quality of life, the
environment and on heritage sites;

• has a high level of aesthetic significance, its design reflecting the growing awareness that
form should be as important as function and that structures should harmonise with their
surroundings;

• represents a major transition from steel bridge technology as represented by Sydney
Harbour Bridge, to that of concrete and especially prestressed concrete;

• introduced into Australia the use of very high strength concrete in reinforced concrete
structures;

• greatly enhanced the professional knowledge and technical confidence of bridge
engineers throughout Australia.
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• has an association with the eminent structural engineer Professor J W Roderick of the
University of Sydney;

• apart from its size and the complexity of its design and construction, is unique in Australia;

• is rare in that it is of a design no longer favoured by road and bridge building authorities;

• is the only concrete box section, arched road bridge of its type in Australia; and

• reflects high standards in both design and construction which embodied high technical
advancement.

Recommendation
It is recommended that Gladesville Bridge be awarded an Engineering Heritage International
Marker because of its international significance in bridge design and construction, its setting of
new standards, and its inclusion of a number of innovations.

Interpretation
Two panels and two plaques are proposed because the ends of the bridge are in different local
government areas: the Gladesville or northern end in the Municipality of Hunters Hill and the
Drummoyne or southern end in the City of Canada Bay; the locations are shown on the site map.

The main panel and ceremony point will be on a rise adjacent the north east end of Gladesville
Bridge in Huntleys Point Reserve. There is an oblique view from there of the bridge, to the Sydney
Harbour Bridge and to the tops of the towers of the Anzac Bridge. The panorama thus links the
three major bridges in Sydney, bridges that were constructed about 30 years apart and which
represent the state of the art in bridge technology at the time they were built. A walking path
passes by the site of the panel.

The Huntleys Point plaque would be on the northernmost column adjacent the pathway along
Huntleys Point Road.

The Drummoyne panel would be in Cambridge Road Reserve under the southern approach, with
the plaque on the column closest Drummoyne Avenue.

Design of the panels is being prepared by Roads and Maritime Services.
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Attachment A

G. Maunsell & Partners





G. Maunsell & Partners1,2

In October 1955, Guy Maunsell aged 71 who had been the Senior Partner of an English consulting
firm Maunsell, Posford & Pavry, established a consultancy firm G. Maunsell & Partners that
eventually attained global recognition.

For the first three years of operations there were few UK contracts, possibly because Maunsell and
his partners focused on quality of service rather than profitability, but this dearth was
compensated for by plenty of work overseas, particularly bridge projects in Australia.

The company’s first bridge in Australia was the Narrows Bridge (a National Engineering Landmark)
over the Swan River in Perth, for which it was appointed consulting engineers in April 1956. In the
same year it was also awarded the design contract for the Tasman Bridge over the Derwent River
in Hobart.

After becoming aware while in Australia of the Gladesville Bridge proposal, Maunsell formed the
view that a concrete arch was likely to be a more economical solution than the steel cantilever
designed by the NSW Department of Main Roads. As the tender documents allowed for alternative
designs, Maunsell returned to England with a sketch of an arch bridge and arranged for a design to
be developed to a stage where a contractor could tender on it. To avoid a large salary investment
in the design, Mr Anthony Gee, a 22 year old graduate was given the task of turning the sketch
into a design that a contractor could price.

Maunsell persuaded Reed & Mallik to team up with Stuart Bros of Sydney to put together a
tender. Tenders closed on 17 October 1957, their tender was accepted and following extensive
negotiations that included increasing the span from 977 ft span to 1,000 ft, the detailed design
was put in hand.

Work on site began in December 1959 and the bridge opened to traffic on 2nd October 1964. The
design reflects the growing awareness at the time that form should be as important as function.
Structures were expected to harmonise with their surroundings, whether landscapes or
cityscapes. Bridges had a new kind of aesthetic, that elegant and slender continuous spans were
achievable more readily in concrete than other materials.

Gladesville Bridge was Maunsell's last major project in Australia; sadly, he did not live to see it
completed. He retired officially in 1959 suffering ill health, and died in 1961.

Maunsell's resolve and determination in the face of adversity served him well during his lifetime.
After his death the company won numerous contracts for new roads and highway infrastructure,
including Europe's longest elevated concrete roadway, the Westway (1966-70), and established a
global reputation in Australia and Hong Kong. By the late 1990s the firm was the third largest civil
engineering consultancy for transportation in the world.

1 http://www.engineering-timelines.com/who/Maunsell_G/maunsellGuy7.asp
2 Attachment B.
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From: Tony Gee
Date: Tuesday 22 April 2014 6.32 AM
To: Michael Clarke
Subject: Re: Gladesville Bridge
Attach: (W) Gladesville Bridge at 50.docx (21.1 KB) (PDF) Gladesville articles (3.60 MB)

Michael,

Thank you for your e-mail. I am delighted to hear that the Gladesville Bridge might be getting an
Engineering Heritage International Marker. I hope your nomination is successful.

I think it is fair to say that I was the design team. One thing is certain - there is nobody around to
dispute this! John W. Baxter was the Partner-in-Charge but in all honesty his technical contribution
was minimal.

I am sure you will be asking yourself how a 22-year old got the opportunity to design such a bridge
so, although it has no bearing on the Heritage award, let me bore you with a little background.
Guy Maunsell was the Senior Partner of a firm called Maunsell, Posford & Pavry and in 1955,
following a dispute with Messrs. Posford and Pavry, he took 3 senior engineers (whom he made
partners), 2 engineers and 3 draftsmen away to form G. Maunsell & Partners.

In order to drum up business, the "Old Man" as he was called, took off round the world looking for
opportunities in the bridge and dock & harbour fields. While in Australia, he stumbled across the
upcoming Gladesville Bridge and his unerring engineering instinct told him that a concrete arch
was very likely to be a more economical solution than the steel truss the MRD had designed.
Whether they had already decided to allow contractor alternatives or whether he persuade them
to do so, I don't know.

Anyway, he came back to England with a pencil sketch and a rendering (he was an accomplished
artist) of an arch bridge and told the Partners he wanted to have a design taken to the stage
where he could get a contractor to put in a bid. I suspect the Partners thought that while the Old
Man might not be completely off his rocker, it was an extremely long shot on which they were not
prepared to invest a lot of scarce resources. I had been the firm's first graduate recruit in 1956 and
as such was the cheapest resource available so I was deployed to work up the Old Man's sketch
into something a contractor could price. And apart from a draftsman, I was given no assistance.

Meanwhile the Old Man persuaded Reed & Mallik to team up with Stuart Bros. to put together a
price. When the bid was submitted, I believe it showed a substantial saving over the lowest price
for the steel truss (or any other alternatives submitted). There followed an extended period of
negotiations during which the Department, having apparently got a cheaper bridge than they had
anticipated (and being Australian), asked how much it would cost to stretch the 977 ft span on
which the tender was based to 1,000 ft for no other reason than they could have the first 1,000 ft
concrete bridge. So it was back to the drawing board for a short time for me to produce the very
slightly greater quantities. Apparently the increased price was acceptable and a provisional
contract was signed - provisional because at that time the design was very much preliminary and
there were only a handful of drawings. It was in fact probably more like Letter of Intent.

Anyway, this is where I have to cut a long story short and say that to their credit the Partners did
not have the nerve to take my baby away from me and I was allowed to complete the detailed
design. Again, I think it is fair to say that the groundbreaking features of the bridge described in
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the article to which you referred were of my doing, as were the computer programs. When I tell
my engineering acquaintances over here that I used a computer for bridge design in 1958, they flat
out just don't believe me: the first recorded example of such a thing in America was in 1965 but
fortunately I have 2 magazine articles to prove it!

After the detailed design was completed and submitted to the MRD for their approval, they
decided that in view of the unprecedented nature of the design, they would obtain the services of
a third party to review it and appointed Europe Etudes, the design arm of the Freyssinet
organization, as the independent review authority. One of the most exciting aspects of my
participation in the project to a young engineer, apart from my two visits to Australia, were the
meetings with Eugene Freyssinet himself. Yves Guyon and their then relatively youthful protégé
Jean Muller.

Incidentally, G. Maunsell & Partners changed their name after Gladesville to Maunsell & Partners
because too many people were writing Gee, Maunsell & Partners!

As far as the technical features of the bridge are concerned, most of them are referred to in my
article. One I forgot was the use of what the Americans call Bulb-T girders in the deck. Since they
were introduced here in the 1980's, they have been heralded as the greatest thing since sliced
bread.

You probably have access to more references than I have but I am attaching copies of some
magazine articles of the time. I am also attaching my original manuscript of the recent article: it
has a few additional facts which were 'edited' out.

Don't hesitate to get back to me if you need any more information.

Regards,
Tony Gee

From: Michael Clarke
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 8:14 PM
To: GEE, Tony
Subject: Gladesville Bridge

Dear Mr Gee
My name is Michael Clarke and as a member of the Sydney Engineering Committee I am preparing
a nomination for the award by Engineering Heritage Australia of an Engineering Heritage
International Marker for Gladesville Bridge, to coincide with its 50th anniversary on 2nd October.

While the design of Gladesville was by the firm of G Maunsell & Partners, I would like if I can, to
identify the actual design team of which I believe you were one, and possibly the leader. It would
be much appreciated if you could help me with this and possibly include comment on the
development of the design and issues of special significance. In doing so, could you point me to
any specific references relating to the design?
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I have read your excellent description of the bridge and its significance (Gladesville Bridge at 50) at
http://www.gostructural.com/article/8682/gladesville-bridge-at-50 ; this will be a very important
source for the nomination as it really establishes the bridge’s international significance.

With kind regards and thanks in anticipation
Michael Clarke
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Attachment C

Gladesville Bridge,
by

John Walter Baxter, B.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.C.E., Anthony Francis Gee, M.A.,
A.M.I.C.E.

and
Howard Baikie James, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.C.E.

Proceedings of Institution of Civil Engineers, 13 April 1965.

(John Walter Baxter was Maunsell’s Partner-in-Charge of the design,

Anthony Francis Gee was the designer, and

Howard Baikie James from the UK, was the

contractor’s Chief Engineer or Agent).
,
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Gladesville Bridge at 50
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Gladesville Bridge at 50
http://cenews.com/article/8682/gladesville-bridge-at-50

January 2012 » Columns » STRUCTURES

Anthony F. Gee, P.E.

The Gladesville Bridge in New South Wales, the first 1,000-foot
concrete span, built nearly 50 years ago

David Goodyear's excellent article on the spectacular Hoover Dam Bypass Bridge in the August
issue of Structural Engineer served to remind me how few large concrete arches are built these
days. In fact, there have only been six such spans in excess of 1,000 feet since the Gladesville
Bridge in New South Wales, the first 1,000-foot concrete span, was built nearly 50 years ago.

The bridge spans the Parramatta River between Gladesville and Drumoyne, west of Sydney, New
South Wales, and is the first crossing upstream of the famous Harbour Bridge.

The contract was awarded in October 1957 on the basis of an alternative design submitted by a
bidder as allowed by the tender documents. This, and the ground-breaking nature of the design,
served to prolong the detailed design and approvals process, and construction did not begin until
some three years later. However, the bridge was substantially complete by 1962, although it was not
opened to traffic for another two years, pending the completion of the adjacent Tarban Creek
Bridge, a 300-foot span concrete portal frame/arch designed and built by the same team.

The Gladesville Bridge is comparatively little known in America, probably because it was designed
in England and built in Australia, but at the time it was a noteworthy engineering achievement,
setting several new standards and containing a number of innovations in bridge design and
construction that have subsequently been widely adopted.
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 It was the first 1,000-foot span concrete bridge. The recent development of cable-stayed
concrete bridges has resulted in this being almost commonplace but the first big cable-
stayed concrete bridge, the Ricardo Morandi-designed Maracaibo Bridge in Venezuela, with
spans of 770 feet, was an almost exact contemporary of Gladesville.

 It held the distinction of being the longest span concrete arch bridge in the world for nearly
20 years, until the completion of the Krk Bridge in Croatia in 1980. After nearly 50 years, it
still ranks seventh.

 It was the first major concrete arch bridge built using precast segments, albeit with
(unreinforced) cast-in-place joints.

 It was the first major concrete arch bridge jacked at the quarter-points, rather than at the
crown. Moreover, it was only jacked once, during construction, whereas the Krk Bridge, for
example, was re-jacked twice more in subsequent years after completion.

 It was one of the earliest concrete bridges in which the deck was made structurally
continuous for live load by the use of unstressed reinforcement contained in cast-in-place
concrete between the precast girders over the piers.

 It was probably the first major bridge to rely entirely on the flexibility of concrete columns
to accommodate longitudinal movements of the deck due to shrinkage, creep and
temperature variation. The 2,000-foot-long deck contains only two expansion joints and is
monolithic with the top of each pier. Concrete hinges were incorporated to increase the
effective slenderness ratio of the columns, and hence their flexibility, and to prevent
moments being transmitted into the deck by the flexure of the piers. The columns have a
solid rectangular section only 2 feet wide so that the tallest ones, being approximately 110
feet high, have an effective slenderness (kl/r ) ratio in excess of 133.

 It was almost certainly the first bridge to use piers of this kind constructed from precast
segments.

 It was also one of the first, if not the first, major bridge to use integral abutments, later to
become a popular method of eliminating the problems surrounding bearings and expansion
joints at conventional abutments.

 It was undoubtedly one of the first bridges for which the design utilized a suite of computer
programs for analysis and detailed design. These programs were written for the purpose, as
there was no such thing as proprietary engineering software on the market at that time.

The first program took equations of the parabolas of the top and bottom surfaces of the arch derived
from preliminary calculations and determined the elevation of the centerline (the geometric profile)
and the true depth, i.e., normal to the profile, of the arch at a large number of stations along its
length.

The second program calculated the section properties at each of these stations using the true depth
of the section. (The depth of the section was the only variable dimension.) The program then
calculated the weight of each segment of the arch between these stations and derived the funicular
profile.

The third program performed an elastic analysis of a fixed-ended arch of varying section. It
produced influence lines from which the bending moments and thrusts due to the concentrated loads
from the deck could be determined and it also calculated the bending moments due to unit thrust
and bending moments and thrust due to unit strain so that the effects of rib-shortening, creep and
shrinkage could be derived.

The fourth program combined the outputs of the two previous programs to obtain concrete stresses
at all sections along the arch. This information was then used to go back and adjust the curves of the
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top and bottom surfaces of the arch as necessary, firstly to ensure that there was satisfactory
concurrence between the geometric profile and the funicular profile so that it could be assumed that
there were no bending stresses due to the self-weight of the arch and, secondly, that there was
acceptable residual compressive stress at all sections along the arch under the combined effects of
dead and live load from the deck, rib-shortening, shrinkage and creep. In the end, only one iteration
was needed to achieve a maximum deviation of 3/8-inch between the geometric and funicular
profiles over the 1,000-foot length of the arch.

Finally, the last program calculated the detailed dimensions for casting each of the tapering box-
section arch segments, assuming them to be cast upright with their longer face at the bottom (there
was no AutoCAD to do this for you in those days!).

Bearing in mind that this bridge was designed in the late 1950s, it can probably quite justifiably be
claimed to have been somewhat ahead of its time in several respects. It is still in service and in
excellent condition, partly due no doubt to Sydney's mild climate but also unquestionably because
of some of the design innovations described above, aimed at reducing or eliminating future
maintenance requirements. It could also be relevant that 99 percent of the concrete in the bridge,
from the arch to the post-tensioned deck girders and the post-tensioned columns, is in a state of
permanent compression.

The bridge was originally designed to carry six lanes of traffic and two generously wide footways.
In the late 1970s traffic volumes decreed that one of the footways be converted into an additional
lane and this was done without any structural modifications.

Anthony F. Gee, P.E. has been responsible for the design and construction of major steel and
concrete bridges worldwide and is now Principal of Tony Gee International, based in Tallahassee,
Fla. Contact him at tonygee@tonygee.net.
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Movable centering supports each of four arch ribs in turn. Hoist lifts precast hollow-box rib 

World's Longest Concrete Span' 
British and Australian engineers and 

cont rac tors are teamed to design and 
build the longes t ( I ,OOO-ft) concre te 
spall in the world over the Parralll;ltt<1 
River at Sydn c~:, Australia (ENR !vfar. 
17, 1960, p. 49). 

Design of the graceful arch is based 
on advanced applications of the th eory 
of plastic des ign in concrete. 

The unique is comlTIonpbcc and th e 
ulluslwl routine 011 th e G laclcsvil1c 
Bridge. lI ighl igh ts of the $6.3-mill ion 
project incl ude: 

• D esign of the arch as four separate 
Voissoi r ribs, each comprising 64 pai rs 
of gian t precas t hollow box uni ts joined 
ill place. 

• Con struction of each rib a ll spe
cially designed centering. After each of 
the first th ree ribs is completed, the 
contractor pushes the 130-ft-high cen~ 
tering hOrizon tally to thc location of 
thc acljaccn t rib. 

• After ,111 four ribs arc finish ed, 
transverse stressing wi1l tie the ribs 
together. 

• Installation of slender prcs tressed 
columns to carry the approach spans, 
a nu the bridg~ deck over the arch. 

The 1,900-ft-Iong bridge, located 
only a mile upstream from Sydney's 
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fam olls steel arch bridge, will carry a 
new expressway that will h e th e: main 
traffic artery from the city to its north ~ 
west suburhs and beyond. rt ,vill have 
six traffic bnes, wi th 'most of the roacl~ 
\\"a ~' b eing 72 ft wide, wi th two 6~ft 
wide si cl e\valks . The northern end joins 
a complex interchange, with the ro;ld~ 
wa:' widened to 120 ft at the ahut~ 
ment. 

The hridge deck a t the crown of the 
areh win b e 150 ft above tllC water. 

• D esign- Originally, the D epartment 
of IVfa ill Roads, New Sou th \Vales, 
asked for in ternational bids for 
a conventional steel b ridge of its own 
design. The original (l csign featm ed a 
twin canti1cver truss structure with a 
central span of 740 ft. Ent the depart
ment al1 0wed an option of subm iss ion 
of an alterna tive design. 

A joint venture, Reed and M alEk, 
Ltd., Salisbury, England, and Stuart 
B ros. Pty. Ltd ., Sydney, p icked up ti, e 
op tiou, submitting a bid based on a 
91 0~ft concrete arch . Consulting engi
ncers C . ~Maunsen and Partners of Lon
don and Melbourne designed the st rll C
tnre for the contractors. They proposcd 
to b ll ild it in three sections, with the 

Sep tember 

center section cast on fl oa t ing f..l lsework. 
H OWCVCf, l'vfaunsell's design had 

hcen based 0 11 in terpola tions of (bta 
from borings made for the stcd design. 
Confirmatc)ry borings a~ the si te showed 
that one of th e abutments for the 910 
ft arch wo u1c1 h<1\"c cost subst8nt181J\ 
mOrc than had been an ticip::1tcd. The 
decision was th t n taken to open up 
the :.lrch to 1,000 ft, this b eing the 
cheapest sol ution. 

• Redesign-Analytically, the Jump 
from 9 10ft to 1,000 ft was la rgc 
cnough to fo rce a complete reassess~ 
lllcn t o f the design. It also gave the 
cont ractors an opportunity to revise the 
proposed construction mcthod, cnding 
in the adoption of ex tensive precas-ting 
techniques plus th e sl iding cen tering 
c;xtcnding across th e \\ihole width of the 
nvcr. 

The larges t concrete arch bridge in 
the world nOw is the Sando Bridge, 
built in Sweden iu 1942. Its span is 
866 ft. The h igh cos t of centcriug 
extreme1y large concrete arches has dis~ 
couragcd many designers from using 
them for major crossings. 

I\1aximum concrcte stresses com prise 
the basic limiting factor in design and 
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element (arrow) slides down trocks mounted on arch centering.element to top of centering. 

.will Arch Over Sydney Harbor 

cons truction . lvl aunsell 's des ign is based f I" 

on s tresses in the concrete of ab ou t 

1, 500 psi due to axia l compression 

alone, under fun dead load plus l i\'c 

load, plus or m in us 500 psi hend ing 

"tresses. The designers believe the con

ruction techniques devised for the 
'GIJc1esvi1le Bridge have allowcel them 

to approach th e ul timate span for a 

concre te arch . 


The revised design was accep ted in 

19 57. H OWCYCf , additional appra isals of 

the clesign and construction tech niques 

c1cbycd the star t un til las t SUlnlll er. 


• The ribs- Precast units used in the 

fom arch ribs weigh l1 p to 50 t Oil S, 


have a COIllm on width of 20 ft , vary 

in leng th from 7 to 9 ft and have 

dep ths ranging from about 23 ft a t 

the spring Jines to 14 ft at thc crown . 

'Vall and fla nge thicknesses are con

stant at 12 and 15 in. 


The uni ts are cas t in a vard on the 

river bank, loaded on ba{gcs, fl oa ted 

to mid-stream and winched up to th e 

crown of the arch cen te ring. T hey then 

roll on trol1eys down the arch profi le 

in to position; they a rc carrying the arch 

up working from bo th spring lines. 


(Please turn the page ) 

- , 
>"'-~ 

~ ~ . ~~~: 
Precast boxes and diaph ragms form pure funicula r arch rib. 
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The QUICKEST way to get I I 


Reinforced Concre~e I 

Des'gns IRevised 1962 .. . SecondI Edition ... Fifth Prin'ting 

over 90,000 

Rein forced Concre te Designs worked out 
accordance with the CUrre n! A. C. I. Build ing 
Cod e. Fifth printing includes new column d1
sign tables using sp ecial larg e -size baTt_ 

#145 and #185, in 60,000 on~. 75,O~? 
psi yield point steels, plus add.llollor '1'\
form a tion 011 Waffle Slobs. Send check or 
money order. I 
Prepared by $6~,~
th e Commitfe e on 
Engineering lO-Day, Meney 80ck 
Practice Guarantee 

NO C.O.D. ORDERF 

CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUr E 
38 S. Deorbarn St. (Div. OJ, Chi«lgo 3, lIIin~i5 

KNOW THE 7 

DANGER SIGNALS 


OF-CANCER! 

1 


Unusual bleeding or discharge. 

2 

A lump or thickening In 
the breast or elsewhere. 

3 

A sore that does not heal. 

4 
Change in bowel or bladder habits. 

5 
Hoarseness or cough.. 

S 
Indigestion or 

difficulty in swalJowing. 

7 
Change in a wart or mole. 

If your danger signal lasts longer ~ 
than two weeks, see your doctor 
atonce. Only hecan teJl whether 
it rs cancer. Send your dona· 
tion to CANCER, c/o your local 
post office. ® 

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY 

In the springing opera tion, tl1e crown 
of the arch IS ra ised about 8 ill. ~l bove 
its e rectl:c1 elev;;l tion, whi ch is <lbout 
Z ~ in . more than the c1 eBcchol1 c;-IUscd 
by etls tic compression of the fa lse
\\;oTk under the weight of the rib. The 
:uch is thus jackc:d aboyt its design 
profile an (111)Qun t calculated to e0111
pcns"llc for subsequellt shortening due 
to creep ;mcl shrinkage. 

Dcsignel's placed thc jacks near the 
quarter points l ra ther tl1<1l1 at t he crown 
or spring1incs as has been cl onc in thc 
past, beC<l llSe the points of inflec tion 
of the arch for linear strain occur there. 
As a res ul t, there should be virt ually 
no ro tation at the jacking points; this 
lnc.;"lIlS that all the j;lcks in a hank can 
develop their full load under deflection 
and the reaction will be axial. Func~ 
tion of the trimming jaeks is to com
pensate for any ro tation tha t m ay occur. 
so that the main jacks always develop 
their maximum load, <lIld to modify the 
posi tion of the thrust if necessary to 
keep the rib in correct h orizontal align
ment and p rofi le_ 

• D eck and column bents-The road
wav of the structure res ts on slender 
columns foun ded on the banks of the 
river and on the arch itself. TIle col
umns are gencml1y only 2 h ·th ick, 
although the talles t are 11 0 ft high. 

The columns are pjnnccl to a Con
lin nous deck st ructurc. must bend to 
<lCCOl1l lll0datc horizontal deck move
ments. According to the designers, th e 
slimness of the columns resulted from 
a need to keep dowu the weight of 
t he superstructure of th is large open 
spandrel arch bridge; to minimize bend
ing moments transmitted to the ribs; 
;md indirectly to elimi na te deck ex
pansion bear~ngs and their expensive 
main tenance. 

There ,ue 16 deck spans, each 100 
fl' long. 111ey are c,l1'ried by eight 
t\1; 'o-column bents foun dcd on ·the banks 
and six bents founded on the arch. A 
central 300-ft-Iong deck scction rests 
di rectly Oll the arch crown. 

The deck is fixed at the Jbutments 
and at the crown of the <Hch , is pinned 
to the column bents. As " result there 
arc only two sets of expans ion bea r
ing:; in the deck, at the deck q uarter 
points. 

The column bents on the river hanks 
rest on sprcild footings laid directly 
on s<.lnds tonc. The longest columns rest 
on the meh abutments. 

C olumn heights range from 10 ft 
to 11 0ft. An arc rectangular in section. 
Al! except those under tlw expansion 
joints in the deck have the same cross 
section dimensions, 2 x lOft . Columns 
under the expansion joint are some
what thicker. Bent eros:; girders also 
are 2 x 10ft. 

The designers planned the arch and 
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FREYSSINET JACKS shess deep g;rders 
that comprise roadway deck. 

the approaches so that bending stresses 
in all the columns are about the same, 
despi te the (Trea t differences In height. 
The plate-t)lJc design is sa id to &ive 
deep sections to resist lateml wmel 
loads, while still pennitting bending 
1Il the other direction . At the sam, 
time, designers say, thc eolnmns h'lVe 
adequate resistance to buckling_ 

The contractor built the appro,lch 
span bcnt columns in place, llsing 
cl imbing forms and casting thc con
cre te in lifts about 6 ft high. The 
columns arc prestressed nsing lligh 
strength b:Hs and M eAnoy techniques. 
T he cross girders are not prestressed, 
because of problems that wonld lx' 
created by the shortening of 111Cmbc\ 
during stressing. 

Ra ther than placing the prestressing 
bars in tubes and later grouting them 
in place, the con tractor wrapped c<1 ch 
bar in one lay-er of a sp ecially impreg
nated felt and one laver of bitnminous 
fiber. . 

TIle contmctor plans to precas t and 
prestress the columns tlwt will rcst 0 11 

the arch. The columns and the precast 
eross girders will be moved by barge 
from the c<lsting yard to the bridge, 
then lif.ted into place by a fl oa ting 
crane. 

1\1<1 in elemen ts of the de<.:k spans 
<lrc post-tensioned T -beams 6 ft deep 
and 100 ft long, wi th transverse dia
phragms. Therc arc eight beams in each 
span, spaced l O ft 8 in. c-c. 

P.ut of the cleck is made up of the 
G!-in.-thick top flanges of the beams. 
T he fI ''lI1gcs and diaphragm!) , which arC 
spaced 20 ft c-c, arc made continuous 
by cast -in-place concrete. 
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Since 1943, the Sando B~idge in 
Sweden has had the longest 

' conc~ete span in the wo~ld. It 
will .be su~passed by the end of 
this yea~, when Sydney's new 
Gladesville B~idge ove~ the 
Pa~amatta is completed. 

SYDNEY H AR80UR has had a famous bridge for 
many years now, although the massive steel 

arch was nol quite the longest in the world when 
it was completed. T he new G ladesv ille Bridge 
across the Paramatta -River, an arm of the 
harbour, hetween Gladesv iJle and Drununoyne 
is quite definitely a 1'ecord-breaker; at 1,000 ft 
span it will be t.he longest concrete bridge in the 
world. Sando Bridge in Sweden, previously the 
longest span concrefe structure, has an arch 
866 ft long. 

Fig. I shows the stage reached in the construc
tion in September last year. The bridge when 
complete will consist of a n a rch of four box
'sectio n concrete r ibs t ied together, StlPporting a 
deck of prestressed concrete beams carried on 
slender prestressed concrete columns. Over the 
water the columns are supported on the arch; a 
centr~l section of the deck 300 ft long is carried 
directly on the ribs. 

Traffic Pressure 
Fig. 2 shows the reason fo r the new bridge

the old bridge over the [ive r. T his is a two-lane 
multi-span structure with a swing section on the 
Drununoyne (sontheast) side. Tidal traffic.~ft.ow 
has been used on this bridge for some time now, 
giving two-lane flow into Sydney in the morning 
and out of the city in the evening, Unfortun
ately ships have priority over road traffic, and if 
a ship's master wants the swing section opened 
in the rnsh-hour, then traffic piles up on the 
bridge approaches. 

In 1957, the Depar tment of M ain Roads, New 
South Wales, invited tenders for a new bridge to 
span the river. Contractors could eilher t.ender 
.for a mUlti-span steel structure des igned by the 
-department (Fig. 3, right) or they could submit 
,other designs on a competitive has is. The 
contract was won by a tender submitted jointly 
by Reed and Mallik of Salisbury, Wilts. and 
Smart Brothers Pty. Limil'ed of Sydney. The 
design was prepared for the contractOrS by G . 
Maunsell and Partners, consulting engineers, of 
London and Melbourne. 

As originally designed, the bridge had J span 
slightly under J ,000 ft , based on trial borings 
carried out by the Department of Main Roads for 

He-cOra \,;oncrete ~pan uver tne t'aramatta 

-
-

The lIew and the familiar. L ookillg over GladeSYille'sfirsr rib towards the~Sydney H arbour Bridge 

thei r own design. Further borings showed that 
the sandstone rock U11der the subsoil at the site of 
one of the proposed abutments was not sound, 
and moving back the abu tment to a more suitable 
position brought the arch span up to the full 
1,000 ft . The successful des ign, shown in eleva
tion on the left in Fig. 3, has a clear height above 
hi gh water of 134 ft, with a deck 88tfr wide. 
This deck carries 72 ft of carriageway in six 

Fig, 2 All upstream view of the arch show;IIJ! the old rood hridJle. 

lanes, plus two 6 ft wide footpaths. Each arch 
rib is 20 ft wide hy 14 ft deep a t' the CTOwn and 
about 23 ft" deep at the springings. ~I box 
sections tha t make up the ribs weigh . . ___oxi· 
mately 50 tons each, with side walls I ft thick 
and top and boltom flanges I t fr thick, 

Altogether, there are 127 of the SeL1:ions in 
each rib, incl uding 19 diaphragms. and the tota 
weight of the arch alone exceeds 25,000 tons 

Foundations 
Mass concre te abu tments lwve been used f01 

the arch, keyed into the sandstone on either bank. 
Fig. 4 shows the p rofile o f {he (hrus t block. on tht: 
GJadesville side; the solid li11e shows the design 
profile. and the dotted line the profile final1y cuI 
back to solid rock. On this s ide of the river. tht: 
excavations for the abutments were protected by z 
propped rectangular wooden cofferdam, as tht: 
river level is shallow ; on .the Drummoyne side (' 
semi-ciIcular sheet steel pile cofferdam wa 
chosen, the bank rises here much more steeply 
The maxi mum depth of the excavation on thi~ 
side exceeded 3.c; ft below wa ter level. 

While this work was proceeding, t1 m· 
tractors began work on the foundations •."........'(ht 
roadway, Reinforced concrete footings on tht 
rock were specified for the main roadway abut. 
ments, and also for the foundations of the 10 f1 
wide by 2 ft thick colUmns carrying the deck 
beams. On the northwes t side, the Departm,~U1 
of Main Roads decided that the bridge shoulc 
link up witn a complex grade-separated inter
section , and the originally parallel bridge ap
proach was redes igned to taper from the inter· 
<:.ecr ion t o thl'" n~r~ l1 l'" t nPO"'1c OVI'"I' thl'" U1~ t .... 

http:traffic.~ft.ow
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Fig. 3 Elevation of the adopted COI/ClI-ele (It'clt (left) alld 'he Department of Main Roads' originol steel multi-span desig1l. 

This redesign delayed work somewhat on this 
side and the contractors completed most of the 
Dru~moyne approaches before taking their 
plant to the other bank. 

Propped Columns 
Each of the columns that support the deck on 

the land approaches was cast ill situ on top of the 
foundations before the Macalloy prestress ing 
bars were tensioned. Since the columns are 
very slender, they were propped against wind 
loads in the unstressed condition. 

The crossheads at the top of each pair of 
columns are of reinforced concrete cast in place 
using prefabricated reinforcement cages. Over 
the 'ter crossing, the deck. support columns and 
crG_._ .cads wil l be pre~ast and lifted jnto place 
with a 500 ton capacity floating crane. This 
machine, which played a considerable part iu the 
erection of the centering, can be hired by the hour 
from the naval dockyard in Sydney Harbour. 
In Fig. 1, the crane can be seen on the northern 
side of Cockatoo lsland in the middle distance. 

Two casting yards were se t up on the approach 
embankments to produce the 100 ft prestressed 
deck beams that carry the roadway. These 
beams are stressed with four multi-strand 
Frev",inet cables and have four reinforced 

rrom the centre of the bridge to line up with the 
swing section of the existing bridge upstream . 
The steel beams are supported at the abutments 
by reinforced concrete corbels, tied back to 
smaller corbels by Macalloy bars. When the 
centering is removed, the larger corbels will be cut 
away, leaving the smaller corbels below water. 

Two Scotch derricks were used to erect the 
first sections of the centering at the abutments, 
but the remaining sections were prefabricated on 
shore and hoisted into position with the floating 
crane. The lattice girder navigation span was 
also hoisted into positjon in this way (Fig. 5). 

On lOP of the centering a raiJ track was mounted, 
runnjng completely over the <lfch. A second 
track runs from the cantilevered hoist (seen in 
Fig. 5) transversely aCrOSS the central tower. 

c(' e transverse ..di<ulbJ:illl:ms-th:16.~":-J,':t:u·---i"'...!P. 

jOL>...-, wilh ill sifIJ concrete to complete 

transverse section of the deck. 


Centering 
Tubular steel piles support each of the concrete 

bases of the centering coLumns, and these can 
clearly be seen in Fig. 5. The centering columns 
are relatively thin-walled tubular steel pillars, 
cross-braced in pairs. Each pair of columns can 
be moved sideways as the ribs are completed; the 
only exception is at the centre of the bridge, 
whpre a complete set of columns sUPPOJis the 
lif gear for the precast arch rib units. 

bnlversal section steel joists are supported on 
top of the columns to carry the arch sections, 
except over the navig-dtion span, which is offset 
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Fig. j (above) Erecting 
the navigation span wilh 
the JOO Ion jIoaling crane. 

Fig. 4 (left) Profile of the 
thrust block 0 11 the Glades

ville bank. 

Sections of the a rch, cast at a yard on the nort 
bank of the river almost opposite Cockato 
lsland, are brought up by barge one at a timl 
hoisted, and dropped on a trolley on the tran: 
verse track. This trolley runs across until 
reaches the arch track, where hydraulic jack 
lower the section onto a second trolley. Th 
second trolley then carries the section down th 
track until it reaches its final position. 

Computing 
Deflections of the centering under load weI 

preCisely calculated by the consulting engineer 
a nd pre-shaped wooden blocks are laid on lh 
s teel beams of the centering to support each un 
a t the right height io relation to its neighbolll 
]n thc firs t a rch, now complete, it is said that n 
other adjus lfTleot was necessary. 

To work Oul the deflections, and other dimer 
sions and st resses in the bridge, the cOllSultanl 
made use of a Ferra11ti "Pegasus" compute! 
Four programmes were written altogether. Th 
first was used to calculate the influence lines fc 
a large number of points across the arch, and t 
calculate the moments resulting from rib-shorter 
iog due to arch thrust and also from line" 
distortion due to temperature, shrinkage c 
jacking. The second .mQgramm~ chec_ked thes 
properTies us ing a different set of input data. f 
an arch of the size of G ladesvil1e, the profi 
must be perfectly funicular under its own weigh 
and a third programme calculatcd the exa< 
funicular profile of the arch and compared 
with the prcfiie derived from the equations to th 
geometric curves wtlich form the top and bottor 
surfaces, and which were thc basis of the secon 
programme. LastJy, a programme was writte 
to calculate the six dimensions necessary t 
construct each o f the 64 different units in eac 
arch rib . Sioce the top surface of an arch i 
never parallel to the bottom surface, and th 
ends of the units have to be normal to tbe centH 
line to prevent shear cross the joints (whIle tt 
3 in thick joints prevent the front of onc un 
being the same as the back of another) tb 
would have been a mammoth job by han( 
The levels and chainage at each of the four corne 
of eacb unit in its erected position were als 
deri.ved, and the lengths of tbe units were mad 
to increase uniformly while maintaining a cor 
stant uni t weight. 

Casting Yards 
To ma intain the supply of arch rib units, 

the rate required, the casting yard on the nort 
bank of the Parama tta is highly mechanizc< 
Although the thickness of waBs and flanges ( 
the units is constant, each unit tapers in bot 
directions in elevation, and no two units aJ 
alike in one half of a rib. Special adjustab 
shuttering is therefore used, and the secti.), 
are cast on concrete plinths s traddling ra 
tracks. 

The units are only accessible in strict r :>tatioJ 
and are cast along the track~ in the order 
which they are required . Because therc is no wt. 
to store finished blocks other than on the castic 
plinths, any defective unit means a three-wee: 
delay while a new one is cast. So far, only or 
unit ha s been rejected, in the early part of tt 
work. 

Overhead monorails are used to convey COl 

crete from the batching plant to the shutter 
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Constructing ~he New Gladesville Bridge 

SPANNING (h~ P arramarta River three miles from its junction 

with Syduey H arbour, the new G ladesvdle Brid ge replaces a 
two-l ane opening span bridge built in 1881 a~d forms part of the 
future North-Western Expressway, which prorides for part of the 
traffi:: which would otherwise use Sydney 'Harbour Bridge about 
f "! Il' miles to the east. j

The bridge, costing some £A.3 million consists of a four
'ribbed concrete arch having a span of 1,000ft and, on each side of 
the arch, fow' prestressed concrete girder spans each 100ft long, 
T he thrust from the arch is supported by I~ass concrete thrust 
blocks founded on saud Stone on either side of the rive r. T he arch 
has sufficiem clearance for shipping 120ft h gh over a width of 
200ft, Each rib is of hollow box sections 20 't wide, with depths 
increasing from 14ft at the crown to 23ft ti t the thrust blocks, 
measured at right angles to the axis of the ~rch . The clearance 
between ribs is 12in. T ransverse diaphragms' at 50ft intervals tie 
t h Q four ribs together. . 

T he deck system abo~'e the arch comprises, over the centra! 
.)-.:>'oit, an in-siru concrete deck slab resting directly on the ribs, 
and four prestressed concrete girder spans of I 100ft on either side 
of the central portion. T he prestressed concrete girders are carried 
on transverse headstocks by pairs of thin wall-type columns seated 
directly on the arch ribs at alternate transvers'e diaphragms. The 
overall length of the brid ge deck is 1,90lft 6in. T he width of the 
carria geway is generally 72ft between kerbs) ~i th a 6ft wide foot
wayan each side. 

Each arch rib is des igued as a plaiu concrete voussoir arch 
consisting of 108 precast hollow concrete blocks and 19 precast 

~ '1c rete diaphragm blocks. Concrete of 6,000 1b/sq.in minimum 
'~~ Anpressivc strength was specified throughout, with a nonnal work

109 Stress of 2,000 Ib/sq.in. T he precast diaphragm units In 

adjacent ribs are connected by in-situ concrete (0 form complete 
transverse diaphragms across al1 four ri bs. T he transverse dia
phragms are post-tensioned with cables and supply t ransverse stiff
ness to the arch as a whole. 

The thrust blocks at the ends of the arch are of m ass concrete, 
and bear on steps cut in the solid sands tone of the rive r banks. 
Bearing pressure on the sandstone has been limited to 12 tons/sq.ft 
with an overload provision of 25 per cent) giv ing a fa ::tor of safety 
of at least 12 on strength test s of cores cut from the actual rock. 
T he abuanents at the two ends of the bridge are of reinforced con
crete, and of box-type with earth fi lling. The side and front walls 
are designed to resist the load from the fi lling. 

Piers are pairs of prestressed concrete thin-walled type 
columns. The wall thickness is 2ft except in the tall piers at the 
ends of the arch where t he wall thickness is increased to 2ft 6in . 
T he coltunn bases are widened to form plinths extending some 
4ft 6in above namral surface level 

Deck girders are prestressed concrete T-beams, eight per span, 
each with four 12-tin strand Freyssinet cables except those on the 
splayed northern approach which have th ree 12tin strand F reys
sinet ca bles, A to tal of 143 girders was required . In-situ concrete 
is used to connect together the top flanges of the girders, in the end 
cross girders, and in the connections between the precast inter
mediate cross girder diaphragms, of which there are four in each 
span, The whole of the deck expansion is taken at two fin ger 
type expansion bearings over piers 4 and 11 respectively at the ends 
of the arch span, 

P reliminary work on the foundations for the arch thrust blocks 
began in December 1959, wi th the construction of cofferd C'l_ms on 

L eft : Placing pier 5 wilh u T ira11 crane. Centre : The precast CTosshead being placed fo r pier 5 . Righi: Lo'wering a f alsework coLumn, D rwmnoyne side, 

http:tons/sq.ft
http:Ib/sq.in
http:1b/sq.in
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Above : The celllllm' stJ"u clUre of lhe deck can hI!. clearly seen here. 
Centre: Lowering th e second section of the navigation lJ"ttss. 

Bdow : The bridge n eari7lg complet~071. 

A b('1'e left alld righl : T wo 'vie ws 0/ cOlI srTllaioll, showing the stages of 
advance. 

both river banks. After the found atlons were excavated they were 
filled with ready-mixed concrete. The concrete in the arch thrust 
blocks was placed in layers of about 5ft average thickness and 
compacted by vibrators. 

The abutments are of reinforced Class AA concrete on spread 
footings on sandstone foundation, the wing walls being almost 
parallel and at right angles to the froO( walls. The exposed faces 
of the wings and front walls are plain with strengthening counter
fort ribs behind. Steel pipe fal sework supporting lined timber 
fonns was used for forming the abutments. 

For the construction of the headstocks the reinforcement was 
prefabricated on the ground and lifted into position within the 
Foons ready for concreting. For the taller columns, temporary 
tubular steel braces, anchored to the ground, were attached to the 
column walls to steady them and prevent their movement under 
wind load. 

The falsework consists of spans of steel beams 60ft long, with 
a stee l truss span 220ft long over a navigation openiug in the 
northern half of the river crossing, all tied together and anchored 
at each end to Macalloy bars set in the arch thrust blocks. The 
falsework was supported on steel tubular columns fouuded on steel 
tubular pile bents) the piles being taken down to the rock of the 
river bed. 

Lifting gear installed on the central tower lifted the voussoir 
blocks into position. The tower was designed also to serve as a 
stay to prevent sideways movements of the individual free~standing 
arch ribs until they were tied together. 

Units for the arch ribs were made at a site on the river shore 
about three miles from the bridge, where the contractor set up a 
casting yard. The yard was laid out to accommodate all the units 
required for one rib at a time. A pan-type mixing plaut was 
installed with mono-rail delivery ftom the mixer, to each of the 
unit positions. 

In the manufacture of the deck beams, the contractor precast 
the end blocks and cross girder diaphragms, set them up in the 
forms, and then placed the remaining concrete in-situ. To place 
the deck beams in position, they were loaded on rail bogies and 
hauled up the earth approach embankment to the abutments, where 
they were lifted by a special launching truss and placed in position 
on their seatings. 

The contractor's scheme for erecting the arch ribs was to hft 
the individual blocks from the lighters to the top of the arch false
work and winch them down on bogies to their correct positions on 
the falsework. In-situ concrete joints were made progressively 
between the bloo:::ks as these were placed until the quarter points. 
were reached, when Freyssiuet flat jacks were installed in four layers,. 
after which the placing aud j ointing of the blocks continued until 
they met at the crown of dle arch. 

The consulting engineers to the conn'actors were M essrs. G. 
Maunsell & PUlIS. of London and Melbourne. The bridge has been 
constructed by a partnership of Reed & Mallik Ltd. of Salisbury 
and Stuart Brothers Pty. Lrd. of Sydney for the Department of 
Main Roads, N.S.W. 
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Anthony Francis GEE

Born: Oldham, Lancashire, England 16 February 1934

Education:
Malvern College 1947 – 1952
Cambridge University 1953 – 1956

Career:
G Maunsell & Partners Graduate Engineer / Engineer 1956 – 1963
W S Atkins & PartnersChief Structural Engineer 1963 – 1968
Mott, Hay & Anderson Associate Partner, Chief Bridge Engineer 1968 – 1971
Redpath Dorman Long Chief Engineer 1971 – 1974
Tony Gee and Partners Founder, Senior Partner 1974 – 1988
Tony Gee + Quandel Founder, Chairman / Consultant 1982 – 1995
Tony Gee International Sole Proprietor 1995 – date

Professional Qualifications:
Member, Association of Consulting Engineers (UK) 1978 – 1998
Fellow, Institution of Civil Engineers (UK) (Member 1959 – 1967) 1967 – 1998
Fellow, Institution of Mechanical Engineers (UK) 1975 – 1998
Fellow, Institution of Structural Engineers (UK) (Member 1962 – 1972) 1972 – 1998
Fellow, Institution of Highways and Transportation (UK) 1977 – 1998
Licensed Professional Engineer (USA) 1992 - date
Licensed Structural Engineer (USA) 1990 - 2008

Offices:
Member of Council, Institution of Structural Engineers (UK) 1965 – 1968
Member of Council, Institution of Structural Engineers (UK) 1977 – 1980
Founding Member of Council, Steel Construction Institute (UK) 1984 – 1990

Awards:
Telford Premium, Institution of Civil Engineers (UK) 1965
Nominated, Engineering News Record “Man of the Year” (USA) 1982
Oscar Faber Medal, Institution of Structural Engineers (UK) 1987
Telford Gold Medal, Institution of Civil Engineers (UK) 1992

(the highest award of the Institution)

Papers and Publications:
Author of more than 30 technical papers published or presented at international conferences.
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Eugène Freyssinet (1879-1962)

After Robert Maillart, Eugène Freyssinet (1879-1962) a graduate of the École des Ponts et
Chaussées was the second great name in early 20th-century concrete bridge-building.1

Appointed bridge and highway engineer at Moulins in 1905, Freyssinet designed and built many
reinforced-concrete bridges, including one with a 300-foot (91-metre) span. From the end of
World War 1 until 1928 he worked for a contracting firm, and in 1930 he completed the Plougastel
Bridge across the Elorn River at Brest. With three 612-foot (187-metre) spans, this was the largest
reinforced-concrete bridge constructed up to that time.

Freyssinet pioneered prestressed concrete through his discoveries and tests while researching the
effect of creep in concrete. After 1928 Freyssinet devoted himself to the development of pre-
stressed concrete and also to the manufacture of high-strength concrete. His most significant
discovery was, that only a high-strength steel at a high stress would achieve a permanent pre-
stress in concrete.

At first little recognized, Freyssinet’s methods were successfully applied at the Gare Maritime
(harbour station) at Le Havre, in 1933 and gradually became universally adopted. After his
invention in 1938 of a practical tool for applying tension to steel, the use of pre-stressed concrete
became worldwide.2

In reviewing the design by G. Maunsell & Partners of the Gladesville Bridge in the late 1950’s, the
NSW Department of Main Roads engaged Freyssinet along with associates Yves Guyon and Jean
Muller to advise on the design, which resulted in several amendments. Freyssinet also supplied
the bridge joints and flat jacks.3

The original design was for a steel cantilever but when Freyssinet was presented with Maunsell's
alternative, he recognised the engineer's talent for pushing the boundaries of concrete bridge
construction and approved the design.4

The most impressive operation in the bridge’s construction was the jacking of the massive 1,000-
foot arch, the first time such an operation had ever been conducted. This method of raising the
bridge off its falsework had been developed by Eugene Freyssinet. He was too ill to make the
journey to Australia but his associate Yves Guyon was present.5

1 David J Brown, Bridges, A thousand Years of Defying Nature, Mitchell Beazley UK, ISBN 1845330803 .
2 Encyclopædia Britannica.
3 Freyssinet _ Australian Business News Source.htm
4 http://www.engineering-timelines.com/who/Maunsell_G/maunsellGuy7.asp
5 Gladesville Bridge: Notes in support of Engineers Australia Engineering Landmark nomination, February 2014.
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Proposed North West Freeway showing Gladesville, Tarban Creek & Fig Tree Bridges

Anthony Gee
with nomograms to control jacking

Anthony Gee & Yves Guyon of
Freyssinet’s Société Technique pour

l’Utilisation de la Précontrainte

Freysinnet engineer with DMR Asst
Commissioner, Russell Thomas (right)

Arch lifted from falsework. Pat Hills,
Minister for Highways & Jack Shaw (centre),

Commissioner for Main Roads
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Northern or Huntleys Point abutment
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